Pope acting as U.S. Military Commander in
Chief (Court of Ages acts to counter)
http://www.fourwinds10.net/siterun_data/government/judicial_and_courts/law/news.php?q=144373568
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Pope Francis has assumed command of the U.S. military and the people unknowingly
consent. Those who are awake and aware counter this action.
Pope Francis Declares War On Obama Via Attorney
http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/2015/08/23/pope-francis-sends-obama-powerful-letter-must-see/

Pope Francis Apostolic Letter
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/motu_proprio/documents/papa-francesco-motuproprio_20130711_organi-giudiziari.html

Pope, through his private attorney, claims civil authority over the United States of America
https://www.faceuni.com/document/307/civil-orders-anna-maria-wilhelmina-hanna-sophiariezinger-von-reitzenstein-/
Order Nullifying the Office of Pontiff
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByoBFsAn_OgvWExlRHRaRDdWeEk/view?usp=sharing
Court of Ages
Pope Francis Declares War On Obama Via Attorney July 4th 2014
http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/2015/08/23/pope-francis-sends-obama-powerful-lettermust-see/
Issued to All Members of the Domestic Police Forces, US Marshals Service, the Provost
Marshal, Members of the American Bar Association and the American Armed Services.
These organic American states of the Union known as The United States of America (major)
exercising plenary civil power upon the land hereby appoint General Carter F. Ham to lead
and command The Grand Army of the Republic (GAR) and its successors under the
guidance of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and with their full support.
Should it become necessary to suppress commercial mercenary forces operating under the
guise of being federal government agencies including but not limited to the Department of
Homeland Security, the Federal Emergency Management Administration, the Internal
Revenue Service, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, etc., General Ham shall
assume immediate command and control of all armed forces and services owed to The
United States of America (major) stationed in North America and shall join them under his

Command as The Grand Army of the Republic. All forces of air, land, and sea are to be
employed.
Any cost or loss suffered as a result of deployment of The Grand Army of the Republic shall
be charged as stipulated prior.
All effort shall be made by The Grand Army of the Republic to spare life and property while
undertaking any action whatsoever within the states of the Union without exception. The
GAR is uniquely enabled by these Orders to operate on the land of the fifty (50) organic
states for the purposes of securing the lives and property of the American States and
American State Citizens. The GAR is not a foreign army and is composed primarily of
American State Citizens.
If required to take field position, the local commanders shall make every effort to
communicate the basis of their authority and the reasons for their presence on American
State soil to ensure a prompt cessation of hostilities and a widespread understanding of the
usurpations and acts of fraud which have led to any conflict. All parties must be brought to
understand the nature of the federal government, the limitations of its authority, and their
own obligation to act in favor of the organic states of the Union. The Grand Army of the
Republic shall continue to operate under General Order 100 known as the Lieber Code,
extant from the pen of the last Republic President, Abraham Lincoln.
No orders, Executive or otherwise, issued by Barack H. Obama pretending authority on the
land of the American States while operating as ―President‖ of the UNITED STATES
Corporation nor as the
―President‖ of the United States of America (minor) are owed any performance by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, General Ham, or any Ordinary. All plainly stated grants of contractual
authority evident in The Constitution for the united States of America remain in place,
subject to good faith performance of the accompanying obligations and treaties.
Mr. Obama is the ―President‖ of a governmental services corporation under contract to
provide stipulated services to the organic states and is on their payroll. He otherwise acts as
a foreign dignitary representing the United States of America (minor). In neither of these
capacities is he allowed any granted authority to impose upon American State Citizens,
endanger American State property, or command mercenary forces on American State soil
— however veiled as federal civilian service agencies. We require the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and General Ham to commence measures to disarm federal civilian agency personnel and
to seize control of the vast stockpiles of arms which have been improperly amassed by ―the
Department of Homeland Security‖, FEMA, and other agencies employed by the UNITED
STATES.
The only federal agency allowed free egress on the land of the American States is the U.S.
Marshals Service, and then only when their personnel are engaged in their duty to protect
the U.S. Mail and sworn to act as constitutional officers. All other federal agency personnel
are limited to unarmed service until further notice.
We direct the Joint Chiefs of Staff to communicate these first two General Civil Orders
directly to Mr. Obama, the members of the ―US Congress‖, the administrators of all ―federal‖
agencies, the members of the ―Supreme Court‖ and those acting as ―Governors‖ to compel
their rapid understanding and cooperation.

Any expense or damage incurred by these organic states or any American State Citizen as
a result of actions undertaken by any federal agency personnel acting as armed
mercenaries on American State soil will be understood as the result of violent crimes
committed against the peaceful inhabitants of the land and will incur immediate judgment
liquidating the assets of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Federal Reserve
(FEDERAL RESERVE) in payment of the stipulated reparations. Such crimes shall also be
considered contract default increasing the public debt subject to bounty.
Any and all corporate officers of the UNITED STATES or any successor organization(s)
inheriting ―federal‖ service contracts who support, condone, or promote such crimes against
the American States or against American State Citizens shall be subject to arrest and
prosecution for commercial and violent crimes. All foreign officials operating as elected or
appointed officials of the United States of America (minor) who support, condone, or
promote such crimes against the American States or against American State Citizens shall
be subject to arrest, confiscation of their assets, and deportation to Puerto Rico, Guam, or
such other ―states‖ as may be willing to receive them.
Such ―foreign officials‖ include members of the American and British Bar Associations who
were licensed to act as privateers against the interests of the American States and the
American State Citizens from 1845 to 2013 in flagrant Breach of Trust. All such licenses are
now extinguished. Members of the Bar Associations are required to cease and desist
assaults against the American States and American State Citizens and shall be subject to
arrest, confiscation, and deportation otherwise.
Insomuch as corporate officers operating the United States of America, Incorporated, and
the UNITED STATES have contrived under conditions of fraud and semantic deceit to revenue the estates of the American States and living American State Citizens to the foreign
jurisdiction of the United States of America (minor) they are found guilty of capital crimes,
including acts of fraud and treason committed between 1933 and 1945, and are condemned
posthumously. Insomuch as elected officials operating the United States of America (minor)
have similarly committed war crimes against the American States and their peaceful
inhabitants during the same time period, they stand condemned posthumously.
No enforcement upon any American State or American State Citizen is owed as a result of
any ―Act‖ of any ―Congress‖ operating as the sovereign government of the United States of
America (minor) nor as the Board of Directors or Board of Trustees of any incorporated
entity whatsoever.
All those (E)states and ESTATES erroneously believed to represent the American States
and American State Citizens and which were conveyed by fraud and legal deceit to the
United States of America (minor) and more recently to the City-State of the United Nations,
are re-venued without exception to the geographically defined American States and the
American State Citizens where they shall remain in perpetuity as assets belonging to the
rightful and lawful beneficiaries.
All legal fiction entities however structured and named after the American States and
American State Citizens are returned to them and their control, free and clear of any debt,
promise, encumbrance or obligation alleged against them as a result of false claims made
―in their behalf‖ by officers of the United States of America, Inc. and the UNITED STATES,
INC. or by any foreign officials operating the United States of America (minor), or the United
Nations City State falsely claiming to ―represent‖ them or have jurisdiction over them.

We note that the current circumstance is in part the result of criminal acts engaged in 150
years ago, which resulted in the commercial enslavement of African Americans who were
summarily claimed as chattels backing ―US government‖ debt in the wake of the Civil
War.Despite every act of abolition and declaration of prohibition against both peonage and
slavery, it has been the policy of the ―US government‖ to enslave its citizens and to operate
as a rogue state among the nations of the world. Instead of freeing African Americans the
sum total result of the Civil War was to vastly expand public sector ownership of slaves,
giving rise to the outrageous and improper claims that have been made against the
American States and the American State Citizens that we are dealing with today. It is
uniquely fitting that The Grand Army of the Republic is recalled to settle this circumstance in
favor of the people.
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Do you agree that Obama has been part of the destruction of the United States since
he’s been in office and he serves the agenda of New Venice? Do you agree that
Obama is trying to bring about a World War III for New Venice? Don’t you think
Obama should be removed from office along with most officials who’re corrupt and
serve New Venice aka Britain and Israel? Lets get one thing clear, the anti-Pope
serves New Venice and he’s a puppet like Bush, Merkel and Obama to the puppet
master Hans Joachim Schellnhuber a Honorary Commander of the Most Excellent
Order of the British Empire. Schellnhuber serves Grandmaster Prince Philip of the
House of Windsor. So if Obama was toppled by forces of a Republic it wouldn’t be
under the anti-Pope who’s powers come out of New Venice. If there is some kind of
group ready to take over the lands of America for the greater good then we may have
a cointelpro campaign going on to try and discourage people from accepting such an
action by believing the anti-Pope is behind it all.
The Venetian power continuum (New Venice/Britain) has done a great number on the
Vatican from both the outside and the inside since the Renaissance. The Vatican has
been defeated for a very long time and the final icing on the cake was back in 1963
with the Second Vatican Council which coincided with the Knights of Malta forming
an alliance. The Jesuits are nothing more than a Venetian organization who have no
where near the power they once had including the so-called Black Pope who’s just a
Superior General in today’s world. Jesuits have been used by The Ancient and their
Black International to create societies and cultures just like the mind benders of the
Venetian Arsenal controlling all the social engineering.
Please look at the bloodlines of modern popes, anti-popes and Superior Generals
and none of them have any powerful scion that comes close to the likes of Queen
Elizabeth II, Princess Diana and other high-end Nobility. When you understand that
the blood is inferior in most of today’s so-called power positions then you come to
realize where the power lies. Take a look at the bloodline of Prince William’s child and
see for yourself as he has Sfrorza, Medici, Spencer, Windsor, Goldschmidt and a lot
more in his veins. Now please go and look at the mongrel blood of Jorge Borgoglio
the so-called Pope and Adolfo Nicolas SJ then come back and tell me who do you

think is more important? Hasn’t Adolfo Nicholas resigned already as Superior
General since allegations went out against him over child abuses etc just the same
as Ratzinger? Think about it, do you see the Royals wearing brown shirts for the
Nazis or any other military like Ratzinger? Do you see Royals working for a
corporation like anti-pope John Paul II with IG Farben? These people are almost
commoners! The answers are right in front of us all and it all leads back to the
Renaissance initial destruction of Venice and then the Venetian revenge agenda that
has plagued us ever since.
If an American thinks Homeland Security is a great addition to have and they enjoy
the Nazi run United States then they deserve to go down like the rest of them. Anyone
who removes Homeland Security and similar from the American lands should be
supported and even if a real Pope was behind it then it should still be supported.
Whilst American protestants (pawns of Venice) [Note that even Martin Luther warned
about the Jews] attack Catholicism all day long they instead worship the tyranny of
the Zionist and continue the games of the Talmudist Cabbalists and their Greater
Israel. Once you study what the Synagogue of Satan is all about then you can see
right through their games of pitting us against ourselves. I would rather have a
Catholic beside me than a Talmudic paedophile devil. Before you say Catholic priests
are paedophiles I suggest you get over the exposures of a few men who’ve been
used as Zionist media pawns and instead focus on the paedophile teachings of the
Talmud. You won’t find a Catholic Bible, Papal Bull or Encyclical that promotes
paedophilia like you do with the Devil’s tribe. Forget the divisions and instead unite
against the real enemy and see them for what they really are.
Who has been expelled from nation after nations just like the Jesuits who this group
created in 1541? The Jews! Who destroyed Bismarck’s Germany and completed the
job in the most evil of ways by the end of World War II? Jews and New Venice! We
have to start thinking more clearer than the divisions that have been given to us by
New Venice and the alternative media. Study history properly, study the religious
texts of the Jews and their controlling mind frame. I’d rather have a Latin Vulgate
than the vile spew of the Talmud or Zohar wouldn’t you? Why you worrying about a
Latin Vulgate Bible against a King James Version and falling into the trap of the
Venetian power? Whether or not Catholicism is the original Christianity is almost
irrelevant and time consuming when the real enemy is Judaism and its Devil’s
Messiah agenda. I hope you can see a bit more clearly how I believe we’ve all been
manipulated and how its even been done through the alternative media. A Catholic
neighbour has more in common with a Protestant then either with a Jew who detests
Jesus and the goyim. Think about it! Jews are pitting us all against each other and
also against their own fronts to empower themselves and the sympathy which has
led to the censorship and suppressions of today. We’re dealing with some seriously
evil devils who’ve now mixed their scions into most of our powers (Windsor
[Goldschmidt], Pallavicini [Rothschild]). I say to you don’t trust anybody but certainly
don’t trust the tribe. I was a big anti-Catholic after being somewhat radicalised by
Phelps which enslaved me in another level of the web which was the Venetian deceit.
I’ve risen out of that prison and now I can see more clearly the enemies and fronts.
Learn from your mistakes like I try to do over time.
http://theunhivedmind.com/wordpress3/on-razors-edge-the-case-of-the-satanic-britishagent-john-schellnhuber-in-the-vatican/
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Who has been expelled from nation after nations just like the Jesuits who this group
created in 1541? The Jews! Who destroyed Bismarck’s Germany and completed the
job in the most evil of ways by the end of World War II? Jews and New Venice! We
have to start thinking more clearer than the divisions that have been given to us by
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texts of the Jews and their controlling mind frame. I’d rather have a Latin Vulgate
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manipulated and how its even been done through the alternative media. A Catholic
neighbour has more in common with a Protestant then either with a Jew who detests
Jesus and the goyim. Think about it! Jews are pitting us all against each other and
also against their own fronts to empower themselves and the sympathy which has
led to the censorship and suppressions of today. We’re dealing with some seriously
evil devils who’ve now mixed their scions into most of our powers (Windsor
[Goldschmidt], Pallavicini [Rothschild]). I say to you don’t trust anybody but certainly
don’t trust the tribe. I was a big anti-Catholic after being somewhat radicalised by
Phelps which enslaved me in another level of the web which was the Venetian deceit.
I’ve risen out of that prison and now I can see more clearly the enemies and fronts.
Learn from your mistakes like I try to do over time.
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Looks like you’ve gone full shill for Tarpley/VeteransToday with your hatred of Jews and
your lying about the absolute power of the Jesuit Order, which was not started by religious
Jews. The Jesuits thoroughly destroyed monarchism with their Second Thirty Years War
and QEII is subservient to the more powerful Bourbons anyways via the most prestigious
Order of the Golden Fleece.
To see just how prestigious this Order is, let’s observe its long list of currently living nobility
members:
Current living members of Spanish Order of the Golden Fleece:
The King of Spain (1981) – Sovereign of the Order since 2014 after his father abdicated his
rights to him.
King Juan Carlos I of Spain (1941)
The Duke of Calabria (1964)

King Constantine II of Greece (1964)
The King of Sweden (1983)
Grand Duke Jean of Luxembourg (1983)
The Emperor of Japan (1985)
Princess Beatrix of the Netherlands (1985)
The Queen of Denmark (1985)
The Queen of the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth Realms (1988)
King Albert II of Belgium (1994)
The King of Norway (1995)
Tsar Simeon II of Bulgaria, Former Prime Minister of the Republic of Bulgaria, 2001–2005
(2004)
The King of Thailand (2006)
The Grand Duke of Luxembourg (2007)[10]
Javier Solana (2010)[11]
Víctor García de la Concha (2010)[12]
Nicolas Sarkozy, Former President of the French Republic and Co-Prince of Andorra, 2007–
2012 (2011)[13]
Enrique Valentín Iglesias García (2014)[14]
Current living members of the Austrian Order of the Golden Fleece:
Archduke Joseph Arpád of Austria (1960)
The Duke of Bavaria (1960)
Count Johann Larisch of Moennich (1960)
Archduke Karl of Austria (1960)[clarification needed] – Sovereign of the Order since 2000
Archduke Andreas Salvator of Austria, Prince of Tuscany (1961)
Archduke Karl Salvator of Austria, Prince of Tuscany (1961)
Prince Lorenz of Belgium, Archduke of Austria-Este (1961)
Archduke Michael Koloman of Austria (1961)

Archduke Michael Salvator of Austria, Prince of Tuscany (1961)
Archduke Georg of Austria (1961)
Archduke Carl Christian of Austria (1961)
Archduke Joseph of Austria (1961)
King Albert II of Belgium (1961)
Grand Duke Jean of Luxembourg (1961)
Prince Albrecht of Hohenberg (1961)
The Duke of Württemberg (1961)
The Prince of Lobkowicz (1961)
Count Johann of Hoyos-Sprinzenstein (1961)
The Prince of Waldburg-Zeil and Trauchberg (1961)
The Prince of Liechtenstein (1961)
Prince Clemens of Altenburg (1961)
The Duke of Braganza (1961)
Count Joseph of Neipperg (1961)
The Duke of Hohenberg (1961)
The Prince of Schwarzenberg (1961)
Archduke Joseph of Austria (1961)
The Prince of Löwenstein-Wertheim-Rosenberg (1961)
Count Gottfried of Czernin of Chudenitz (1961)
The Prince of Orsini-Rosenberg (1961)
The Prince of Windisch-Grätz (1961)
Olivier, Count of Ormesson (1961)
Baron Johann Friedrich of Solemacher-Antweiler (1961)
Baron Nicolas Adamovich de Csepin (1961)
Count Alexander of Pachta-Reyhofen (1961) – Chancellor of the Order

Christoph Cardinal Schönborn, Archbishop of Vienna (1961) – Chaplain of the Order
Baron Wulf Gordian of Hauser (1961) – Treasurer of the Order
Count Philipp of Clam-Martinic (1961) – Registrar of the Order
Count Karl-Albrecht of Waldstein-Wartenberg (1961) – Herald of the Order
Bernard Guerrier de Dumast (2001)
The Prince of Panagyurishte (2002)[15]
The King of the Belgians (2008)
The Prince of Ligne (2011)
Prince Charles-Louis de Merode (2011)
Archduke Ferdinand Zvonimir of Austria[16]
Alexander, Margrave of Meissen (2012)[17]
Moreover, it is quite clear that the most powerful Jewish policy group in the USA is the
Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs (JINSA) and its advisory board chairman is a
Georgetown Jesuit-trained man, David P. Steinmann. This and other think tanks like
American Foreign Policy Council (AFPC) are the ones that people don’t hear about and for
good reason: because of their obvious ties to Georgetown University and other AJCU
institutions or covertly Jesuit-controlled schools like UPenn. Richard T. McCormack, Paula
J. Dobriansky, and Robert Joseph are all Jesuit-trained and there is not one person on the
AFPC’s advisory board who is not somehow connected with the Papacy/Jesuits.
I valued your work on the Templar military Orders in Spain as well as your investigations
into nobility bloodlines, but if your hostility and bigotry towards Jews continues, you will be
entering the ranks of disinformative racists like David Duke, Michael Collins Piper, and dare
I say scam artists Michael Henry Dunn and the ―Prince of Thieves‖ Matthew Greene as far
as I am concerned. I caution you to tread carefully and examine these issues closely in
order to avoid being perceived as such. Yes, there exist Sabbatean Jews who are in places
of power, but they pledge their allegiance to Rome and this goes back to the year 1786 in
Frankfurt with the alliance forged between the Jesuits/Weishaupt, Rothschild and Jacob
Frank. The Illuminati deign is such that it was intended to scapegoat Jews and your recent
writings have been playing into that Jesuitical design. The pro-facist Jesuit general
Ledochowski endorsed and disseminated this same anti-Jewish subterfuge, which ended up
leading to the holocaust. Check out David Kertzer’s latest book which draws upon
documents from the Vatican archive for the details on that. I personally will always defend
patriotic Jews and their right to an autonomous state in Palestine while condemning the
Sabbatean hofjuden.
Also, opposing the Vatican/Jesuit system of indoctrination is not analogous to antiCatholicism which implies hatred towards individual Catholics. I do not hate individual
Catholics and in fact I just picked up a book written by the late Roman Catholic nobleman
Plinio Correa de Oliveira which I am very interested to read.

September 29, 2015 at 1:56 am
It’s time people start to realize that the Vatican and Catholicism are dead just like
Protestants and both were pawns for the greater Venetian conspiracy. The Jesuit
Order was never on the side of the Vatican and the Church, the Jesuits were an
infiltration unit out to take over and destroy Catholicism from day one. The Jesuits
increased the speed of the destruction of the Vatican from 1776 onwards especially
when the Vatican was stupid enough to take them back on in 1814. Both the Jesuits
and their Satanic Venetian puppet masters have never cared for Catholicism and
instead they’ve used the religion as a front for domination and revenge over the
Renaissance. We have to face facts and see what’s really happening in front of our
very eyes. It’s time to expose these devils who follow the Talmud and Zohar. Anyone
who believes they’re Christian and supports the tribe needs their head reading. We’re
seeing the destruction of all our peoples, nations and way of life and it has to end,
the devils have to be exposed and all us white, black, oriental and asians need to
unite and remove the problem. I’m sorry but I’m not being hoodwinked any longer
and I’ll expose both the Jesuits, Sabbos Goyim and the Zionists. You cannot deny the
position of black pope is no more and has been for a very long time now especially
since the 1940s. You cannot deny that the anti-Popes have no scion of any worth and
the same with the Superior Generals. Now all these front positions have served their
purpose they no longer need power within the ranks. The Jesuits themselves run the
Jesuit Order from within the Provincial and education powers making up the Jesuit
Conferences, the Superior General is merely their continuum of a now front man.
These are facts that cannot be denied! I might also remind people it’s not okay to
promote old quotes by the Superior General claiming he rules the world when that
quote comes from 1720 a long time before even the Pope almost destroyed the entire
order in 1773. Times change and many power positions changed along with new
alliances. Even the Zionists push exposures and so-called hate against their own in
order to further their agenda. I’ve never believed in the holocaust aka holohoax and
I’ve listened to the best scholars on the subject and no one will ever push those
Zionist lies on me or my website. It’s time the truth came out and this site has always
been about attempting to look at different angles and more than one angle. I’d
ignored the Zionist angle for far too long because I fell for the Venetian scam. The
truth shall set you free and if you want to align with followers of the Talmud then feel
free. Was the old true Vatican all good? No! Rest assured the Synagogue of Satan
have never been any better and I believe they’ve always made the Catholic Church
look like a picnic. Whilst anti-Vatican folk throw old quotes around, hows about all
the old and modern quotes by officials and even the tribe about the tribe’s antics.
Both the Jesuits, Synagogue and Sabbos Goyim are all evil and all of them must be
exposed. Whilst writing this reply I had Kay Griggs comment come into mind where
she said she believed the Zionists had overtaken the Jesuits in power. If only Kay
understood how it all comes together when we hit the subject of Venice and Samaria.
Everything about the Synagogue of Satan is pure evil!
September 30, 2015 at 12:11 am
This so-called Venetian conspiracy has been propagated by Webster Tarpley who is
invested in protecting the name of the Roman Catholic Institution due to him having has a
conflict of interest stemming from his presumable adherence to Catholicism compounded by
his studies in Italy followed by his doctoral degree of propagandism from the Catholic
University of America. Correct me if I am wrong but I don’t believe Tarpley has ever spoken

against Vatican II, unlike Plinio Correa de Oliveira. In fact, Tarpley glorifies Giovanni
Montini/Pope Paul VI who was one of the Popes under which Vatican II took place. Tarpley
baselessly attributes the Protestant Reformation to ―Venetians.‖ He talks negatively about
pre-Reformers like John Wycliff. He also says the Jesuits were created by Venetians
because of the role that a Cardinal of Venetian descent played in influencing the Pope to
commission the Order. Be that as it may, the Jesuits sided with the Papacy against Venice
under Pope Paul V along with the Theatines and the Capuchins and the Order’s creation as
you know was also aided by Francis Borgia, with the Borgias being tied in with the Farnese
and this Borgia-Farnese scion being represented in the modern age by the House of
Bourbon. Those are families that the Jesuits at times were loyal to, but today as the power
of the Jesuits has grown so tremendously and as monarchical powers have declined, the
Bourbons are undoubtedly subordinate to the Jesuits (as are the Venetian nobles); this
being evidenced by the Jesuit instruction received by King Felipe VI at Georgetown. Also,
when this Venetian, Gasparo Contarini influenced the Pope to commission the Jesuits, I am
sure that he was in consultation with fellow clergymen, so it was not as if it was solely this
Contarini behind the Society of Jesus, rather he was involved in a consensus among high
Roman Catholic clergy who are the ones to elect the Pope, like how the high Jesuits elect
their Superior General. Also as mentioned, the Borgias were involved who were not tied to
Venice. It is the Jesuits who are devising the false flags through their Knights of Malta in the
CIA and carrying them out through their control of local municipalities via their Jesuit-trained
and/or Pontifical Knights like Joseph Riley, Terry McAuliffe and David Bowers; not some
obscure Venetian noble. There are three Jesuitized Roman Catholics who have called for
gun control in America in the last three months, and zero Venetians. I acknowledge the
Venetians have big investments and control some banking, but again we have to emphasize
who controls the intelligence, and that is the Jesuits, as CIA agent E. Howard Hunt rightly
said. So the Jesuits control intelligence, education and by extension, politics and
government. I know this is how it is in the USA at least. There are so many Catholic and
Jesuit Universities in this country it is outrageous and they’ve infiltrated all the Ivy League
schools of which some started out as Protestant, largely through their secret fraternity
networks like Skull and Bones. Then look to the Sunni Middle East where can be seen the
influence of the House of Saud whose members and associates have also received Jesuit
instruction from Georgetown and one of them, Turki bin Faisal Al Saud, headed the Saudi
Intelligence agency Al Mukhabarat Al A’amah until just days before September 11, 2001, in
which fourteen Saudi nationals were accused of hijacking American airliners. One of these
Jesuit-trained Saudis, Mohammed bin Nawwaf bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, also served as
ambassador to the UK and yet another, Adel bin Ahmed Al-Jubeir, is the Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Saudi Arabia and had been the foreign policy adviser to King Abdullah. So the
Georgetown influence reaches far across the globe, from Spain to Jordan to Saudi Arabia to
the Philippines to Costa Rica and everywhere in between through the huge Georgetowntrained foreign ambassador network.
―Talmudic Judaism‖ is not Judaism akin to how ―Catholic Christianity‖ is not Christian. The
same goes for ―Zoharic Judaism‖ which is also not Judaism. This is why we should support
true Torah/Messianic Jews and their Biblical right to Israel. The Sabbateans and Talmudists
do not deserve Israel and it was only by Sabbatean collaboration with the Nazis through the
Labor Zionist front which was the pretext for the creation of Israel. Therefore, for this reason
it is vital that we do not deny the holocaust and quite frankly doing so is absurd anyways, for
there is overwhelming evidence that the holocaust took place. Denying the holocaust is to
deny the Labor Zionist collaboration with the Nazis as told in important works like ―The
Transfer Agreement‖ and ―Perfidy‖ and by extension doing so ignores the Jesuit influence
behind both parties. Now, did the holocaust claim as many lives as mainstream history says

it did? That I think is debatable and I personally do not believe that 6,000,000 Jews were
killed; however that has had no bearing on the outcome of the situation.
While I agree that the Provincial Jesuits and institutional Jesuits have much power within
the Order, I take some issue with your assertion that the Black Pope has no power. It was
Pedro Arrupe who was made Superior General for his role in the atomic detonations in
Japan and it was Kolvenbach who was made Superior General for engineering the
Lebanese Civil War and bringing its leadership under control of the Jesuits at Saint Joseph
University in Beirut. The Superior General may be somewhat of a figurehead toady, but I
question if that is really true as we have witnessed the resignation of a Black Pope,
Kolvenbach, for the first time ever besides when Arrupe did for health reasons. Kolvenbach
is an expert of the Middle East, Adolfo Nicolas is an expert of the Far East and Jesuit Pope
Francis is an expert of Latin America. I believe it is possible that they will need to work in
concert at the highest levels to orchestrate the incoming Third World War which I also
believe is part of the Jesuits’ Third Thirty Years war which was termed as such by Dick
Cheney.
September 30, 2015 at 6:48 am
I’m only going to address the tribe’s holohoax and to do that I give just five links
which help destroy the lies of the Zionists. I’d rather listen to Ernst Zundel and Ursula
Haverbeck who were actually there in Germany during World War II and who speak
the truth and because of that Zundel spent many years of his life in a jail cell and
Haverbeck is threatened with the same. Then we have David Irving a real scholar who
actually does all his own original research including sourcing documents etc and
thus he copies no one and he comes to the same conclusions. What happened to
Irving? He was jailed for telling the truth on this subject. Think further out of the box
because the tribe are controlling the minds of the gullible. Whilst you attack Tarpley
you ignore all the real history and wisdoms he’s given out that are verified. No one is
perfect and I don’t agree with everything Tarpley does such as his somewhat hatred
of China today which is folly when we know the truth about the BRICS and how China
are working with the Promethean powers to bring in a better world. I’d rather have Xi
Jinping as my leader than Obama, Merkel, Hollande, Cameron or any other European
so-called leaders. So if you think Phelps is so great I can go through his faults such
as promoting Israel not to mention how he believes in the Holocaust offical
conspiracy story and religion. Each one of these people have faults but I try to take
the meat and run with that whilst understanding the various agendas some of these
people have. So we come to LaRouche, he has a geniuses mind, he has a lot of truth
but he will speak of a lof of third truth talk as if it was real like the media would like
you to think and he will sometimes ignore some deeper issues. I think I understand
LaRouche’s mind a bit and he has a goal and he knows how to approach it and quite
frankly right now it’s working. So take the meat of the few of worth and then connect
the dots even further without being stuck in the web of diversions and deceit. Show
me a Jew who doesn’t have a Talmud as well as a Torah. Orthodox Jews are just as
evil as Talmudic Jews and I advise you to be careful of all the forms of Jew instead of
being over paranoid about Catholics. Do I have to remind you what Martin Luther
quoted about the evils of the Jews and who he was? I think my case is made.
http://theunhivedmind.com/wordpress3/holocaust-breaking-the-spell/

http://theunhivedmind.com/wordpress3/ursula-haverbeck-on-ard-1-german-nationaltv-the-holocaust-is-the-biggest-lie-in-history/
http://theunhivedmind.com/wordpress3/fred-leuchter-interview-with-jim-rizoli-2015/
http://theunhivedmind.com/wordpress3/ernst-zundel-interviewed-by-an-israelijournalist/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QahWRYSRYw
Veritas Aequitas
September 30, 2015 at 3:04 pm
Come on, these people you linked to are neo-Nazi wackos that glorify Hitler. One of them
even thinks Hitler is alive in Antarctica and controls an army of flying saucers! HA! Again,
I’m not saying I believe every word of official holocaust narratives but these people are
straight up crazy and have been caught lying, spreading disinformation and espousing Nazi
ideology. If you want to make an argument as to why you believe a holocaust did not
happen at all, feel free to and I will examine your argument, but I am not going to subject
myself to loss of brain cells by watching those videos.
Look, I don’t doubt that Tarpley has said some correct things but when considering that he
makes appearances on The Alex Jones Show, one knows that his information is not a major
threat to the powers that be and the number one reason why is because he discounts the
Jesuits. I don’t endorse Eric Phelps’ white supremacy or some of his other views, but the
history he gives is what is so dangerous and is why he would never be on The Alex Jones
Show. Phelps’ views on Israel and Christianity are sound in my opinion and I respect those
who live their life by the Bible.
Many Messianic Jews out-rightly reject the Talmud or elements of it!
―There are congregations which believe that adherence to the Oral Law, as encompassed
by the Talmud, is against Messianic beliefs.[85] Similarly, there are congregations which
deny the authority of the Pharisees, believing that they were superseded, and their
teachings contradicted, by Messianism.[86] There are adherents which call rabbinic
commentaries such as the Mishnah and the Talmud ―dangerous‖,[86] and state that
followers of rabbinic and halakhic explanations and commentaries are not believers in Jesus
as the Messiah.[86][87] Other congregations are selective in their applications of Talmudic
law, and may believe that the rabbinic commentaries such as the Mishnah and the Talmud,
while historically informative and useful in understanding tradition, are not normative and
may not be followed where they differ from the New Testament.‖
Step away from generalized hate towards entire groups of people especially towards Jews
based on antisemetic canards. Like I said, I do not hate individual Catholics, and likewise
even the satanic Jews who practice Kabbalah or Talmud I do not hate, although I condemn
their practices and racist ideologies. I find it’s best not to hate the worldly person, but
instead to hate their beliefs.
Eric Phelps proves beyond reasonable doubt by the way that Luther never wrote ―On the
Jews and their Lies.‖

October 1, 2015 at 6:56 am
This comment is totally unacceptable and I don’t know if you’re aware of my policy
on this website. I don’t run this website to give people a voice outside my voice. This
website has fixed goals decided by myself and I will not steer away from those goals
and I will not allow confusion and disinformation to upset the flow. I will not be
bothering to address the kind of message you’ve left because quite frankly I don’t
want to waste my time because you have a mindset which I believe is still stuck deep
within the spider’s webbing. So what is the point in me wasting my precious life-force
and time when I will have no effect until something in the future sparks a change if at
all. The only reason I show your message is for others to see what kind of mindsets
are out there in the webbing and I’m sure they will see exactly what’s being
highlighted. Please do not comment on this website again because I will not allow
any to get through. I’ve been where you are in mindset and I’ve moved on and
learned from some of those errors. I’ve got no intention of aiding the tribe and their
sabbos Goyim. I had a similar problem with someone who constantly attacked Putin
and I will not put up with it.
Veritas Aequitas
October 1, 2015 at 12:20 am
I typed out a comment but you censored it. I am dissociating myself from this website. You
are never going to go anywhere peddling this ludicrous antsemetism. No one even visits
here now so have fun writing and posting to yourself.
October 1, 2015 at 7:10 am
You’ll find your message is present if you look above your last abusive message. I
would rather you disassociate from this website because your comments outside of
my new teachings aren’t welcome here and I will not tolerate disinformation and/or
mixed confusion. My site viewings are doing just fine thank you very much and thus I
don’t know where you get the idea that my site is ignored? Oh you think because
only a handful of people comment on here that this must mean that my site is ignored
and has no viewers? Well first of all I’ve not allowed any new members on this
particular third UHM news site and this has been the case a very long time. My other
sites do not allow any members at all and haven’t for a long time and thus no one can
sign up. Why? I’ve not wanted a lot of mostly useless comments and I’ve certainly
been protecting the site from the typical disinformation, argumentative and useless
comments which are similar to your actions. So my site is doing just fine thank you
and I run a tight ship. I can assure you that your actions have made sure I will not be
opening up any further new websites to any comments or memberships from anyone.
This is not a forum it is a blog site to follow my views and news helping others to
understand my views and global politics. Those who wish to learn are welcome to
this site in order to view the website.
September 28, 2015 at 10:17 am
Don’t forget Windsor also have the blood of BORGIA through the House of Este.

There’s also the Orisini-Bernheim marriage. ―Antoine Bernheim was one of the great
bankers of our time,‖ Kenneth Jacobs and Bruno Roger, heads of Lazard in the United
States and France respectively, told employees in an internal memo. ―As a firm, we owe a
great debt to him.‖
When I traced the line of Olimpia Aldobrandini she is descended from centuries of powerful
nobility. I have lost the site I used, but it showed me once again evidence of so called zionist
family merging with European nobility that existed centuries before zionism came into
fruition.
What about the Warburg’s? They are Venetian descendants of the del Banco family,
wouldn’t they be right near the top of the pyramid in this Venetian system?
September 29, 2015 at 2:12 am
There’s no doubt that the Warburgs’s are an extreme power player and right now they
control a lot of the Internet which has become a power part of global infrastructure as
well as communication. The Warburg’s have enslaved all us for a very long time and
it has to stop. We need a truly independent system to compete and destroy the
Warburg system which right now is actually bankrupt and on the run. We have to
hope that the Prometheans can keep these Zeusian/Kronos devious devils out of
their new system. No matter how well you create a non-corrupt system, these devils
will try to infiltrate and destroy that system as we’ve seen with the American Republic
since 1871. We have to support President Putin and Xi Jinping as right now they’re
our only hope and they have the muscle to back themselves up unlike other
Prometheans like Qaddafi and Saddam etc. We have to see things more clearer and
with common sense rather than the initial gatekeeper minds of the herd or the
common indoctrinated alternative media. We have to eat the meat and spit out the
bones. It hurts people when their belief systems are exposed especially when they
thought they were closer to the truth.

